"Today,

hen I told a friend, who's
a seasoned mother and
traveller, that I was taking

passengers,

we're flying direct
to Wiggles World!"

my newborn to Europe
for two months during my maternity
leave, she smiled and imparted this
advice: "Holidaying with a baby becomes
much easier the moment you accept this

fact: YOU'RE NOT ON HOLIDAY!"
Like an increasing number of women,

I thought an extended trip while I was
on maternity leave made perfect sense.

I had months ahead of me with no work
commitments and the airline ticket for
baby Greta would be ridiculously cheap.
seemed like the perfect time to
visit my sister in
the Netherlands and
- - show off the newest
addition to my family.
There was just one thing that
made me nervous: the small matter

It also
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of travelling with a baby.
But, as I learnt, surviving Europe with
an infant is simply a case of knowing the
rules and learning the tips from those
who have been there before...
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SThile travelling with bub is easier than you may think, there are
difficulties. For identification purposes, immigration officers will
insist your baby is awake, even if that means waking them. Some
will also insist on checking nappies. you're within your rights to
request any search of your baby be in a private room by a female.
Also, if travelling in the UK, cusroms officers will ask to see
you drink from bottles of milk you're taking on the flight.

Iaocl a,nd drink

Feeding your baby solids overseas
means buying food pre-packaged.

Thankfully, there are now several
brands of organic baby foods on the
market. When it comes to formula,
the real issue is rhe water you mix
it with. It's not always going to be
possible to get your hands on cool
boiled water when you need it, so

why not make it yourself? If your
hotel room has no
tea facilities, ask

".. the concierge if they
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have a kettle you

can borrow or
hire, or buy one
on the cheap
and just leave
it behind when
you check out.
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The general rule is:
follow the sun.TrA
to stay swqke when
the sun's up snd
sleep when it's dark,
snd Aour babg will
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Still nervous?
Travelling around Europe confirmed my
suspicions: people love babies. I never
struggled with Greta as someone always
helped. And while I wasn't on a holiday
as I once knew it, together we created
priceless memories. Margaret Ambrose Gl-ml
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